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ABOUT US
Mardo – a 100% Australian-owned 

company - has revolutionised the 

dressing of windows. We manufacture 

and sell a huge range of made-to-

measure curtains and blinds, including 

the latest designer collections and 

innovative new product ranges. 

All of our products come guaranteed 

and quality assured. And with our 

national distribution network, we can 

supply anywhere in Australia quickly  

and efficiently.



BlindS

MARdO SOFTVieW 
CellUlAR BlindS
The unique honeycomb-shaped cells trap air, 

providing extra insulation for a more constant room 

temperature and helping to reduce energy bills. 

Available in light fi ltering through to room darkening 

in a range of fashion fabrics and colours.

MARdO VeRTiCAl BlindS
Control your level of privacy and regulate the 

amount of light coming into the room with vertical 

blinds. ideal for sliding glass doors and large 

windows, they come in a huge range of decorator 

colours and patterns, in translucent, dim-out and 

room darkening fabrics. 

MARDO 10-YEAR ‘NO FRAY EDGE’ GUARANTEE

Mardo woven-to-size narrow vertical blind fabrics 

are manufactured using a technique that produces 

overlocked edges, eliminating edge fraying and 

ensuring your blinds stay looking good. Most 

narrow woven fabrics are also machine washable. 

Available in a range of new and exciting colours. 

MARDO SAFETRAK

The Safetrak single control wand mechanism 

eliminates the need for potentially dangerous 

chains and cords in your home, creating a safer 

environment for both children and pets. 
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BlindS

MARdO ROlleR BlindS
Roller blinds complement any window, and offer 

a sleek, modern appearance. different fabrics suit 

different needs, from light-fi ltering through to room 

darkening. Available in a huge range of colours 

and patterns, and an optional sidewinder chain 

control system. 

OMA eleCTRiC MOTOR
Many Mardo products give you the option of 

having your blinds fully automated, so you can 

open and close your blinds using a remote control. 

Selected products can also be integrated with 

smartwiring to coordinate windows, shutters, blinds, 

lighting and security. 

MARdO SHeeRVieW 
BlindS
Sheerview allows you to enjoy the benefi ts of 

natural light during the day with a fi ltered view of 

the outside. The unique sheer sunscreen fabric is 

designed to eliminate glare, refl ect UV rays and 

diffuse light, providing excellent daytime visibility. 

Available in a range of contemporary colours. 



BlindS

VenTex FABRiC  
VeneTiAn BlindS
These custom-made fabric blinds combine all the 

advantages of roller and venetian blinds. Made 

from 100% polyester yarn, they are both soft and 

strong, with the advantage that the slats can be 

washed to keep them looking good. Available in 

a huge selection of colours, prints and designs. 

MARdO ARTWOOd 
VeneTiAn BlindS
A lightweight and affordable venetian with a 

composite timber-like slat that ensures a consistent 

timber grain look and finish.

AlUMiniUM VeneTiAn 
BlindS (25mm & 50mm)
Aluminium venetians give you a contemporary 

edge with a streamlined look. They are ideal for 

controlling the amount of sunlight entering a room, 

and adjusting privacy to suit when desired.



BlindS

MARdO CAliFORniAn  
ROMAn BlindS
Made with battens over the front of the fabric, so 

that the fabric doesn’t lose its pattern. Available in 

bright, strong colours or soft and natural tones to 

suit any décor. 

PAnel BlindS
innovative and versatile panel blinds create an ideal 

screen for large windows and sliding or bifold doors. 

They offer a simple, natural look that is particularly 

at home in informal areas. Tall vertical panels stack 

neatly to one side of the window for unobstructed 

views, and glide effortlessly closed for privacy. 

MARdO KiMOnO BlindS
Fabric is sewn around the battens at the front of 

the blind, so fabric pattern is seen around the 

join. The hidden mechanisms produce a beautiful 

horizontal texture across the blind whether raised or 

lowered, maintaining structural integrity without an 

additional blockout lining.  

MARdO SORRenTO  
ROMAn BlindS
A blind offering a casual simplicity. Made from a 

select range of fabrics with a wooden/PVC batten 

at the back. 



MARdO PAdded PelMeTS
Conceal curtain headers and tracking systems 

with practical and good-looking Mardo padded 

box pelmets. Matching tiebacks help keep curtains 

neatly tied back during the day. 

TiMBeR AlYCORe PVC

SHUTTeRS
Mardo new generation shutters are an excellent 

way to control privacy and airfl ow. They provide 

insulation against light and noise, are low 

maintenance, allergy-free and easy to use. 

individually designed, they can be manufactured 

to suit any size shape of window or door, and are 

available in a wide range of fi nishes.

CURTAinS | SHUTTeRS

“ We have the latest    
 designer collections 
 and innovative new   
 product ranges.”

CURTAINS

SHUTTERS



Head Office: 382 Victoria Road, Malaga, WA 6090

Telephone: (08) 9249 0700 | Fax: (08) 9248 9406

Email: info@mardo.com.au | Toll free: 1800 810 354

www.mardo.com.au

* Photography is for illustrative purposes only and used to complement the 

product range available. Accessories not included. © Copyright 2013

“ 100% Australian owned  
Mardo is the leading 
manufacturer, wholesaler 
and distributor of innovative 
designer window coverings.”
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